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On October 28, 2010, B&W NE submitted to the NRC Revision 0 of the above referenced topical
report for technical staff review as part of our pre-application effort. Subsequently, on
June 30, 2011, as a result of preliminary feedback from the NRC staff, B&W submitted Revision 1
to the Report (Ref 1).

On December 22, 2011, the NRC issued a Request for Additional Information (RAI) (Ref 2)
containing thirteen (13) questions and a request that the responses to the questions and a revision
to the Instrument Setpoint Methodology Topical Report, if needed, be submitted by
February 2, 2012.

Enclosed is the set of B&W's responses to the RAI's questions which include proposed clarification
to information provided in the topical report, and where appropriate, revised text, tables or figures to
be incorporated into Revision 2 to B&W's Instrument Setpoint Methodology Topical Report 08-
002089, pending satisfactory resolution of this RAI.

Questions concerning this submittal may be directed to Jeff Halfinger at 434-326-7507 (email:
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Babcock & Wilcox Nuclear Energy, Inc. Response to
Requests for Additional Information No. 6236

RAI Letter No. 4

B&W mPower Pre-Application Activities
Docket No. PROJ 0776

Topical Report 08-002089-001

Question 07.01-C Appendix-1
Section 3.1 - On page 3, paragraph 6 states, "Recognizing that RG 1.105, Revision 3, was
published in 1999, the B&W mPower instrument setpoint methodology follows the guidance
provided by ANSI/ISAS67. 04.01-2000 (Ref 6.3. 1), which is equivalent to ANSI/ISA S67.04-
1994, Part I (now ANSI/ISA S67.04.01-2006)."

What is meant by "(now ANSI/ISAS67.04.01-2006)?" It is listed as reference 6.3.3, however,
other than this statement, it is not mentioned anywhere else. Clarify whether the mPower
setpoint methodology conforms to RG 1.105 Rev. 3 which endorses ANSI/ISA S67.04-1994. If
the setpoint methodology does not meet RG 1.105 Rev. 3 then demonstrate how the
methodology meets the Regulations.

B&W NE Response

The intent of the cited reference was to demonstrate that the B&W Instrument Setpoint
Methodology follows the guidance provided by ANSI/ISA S67.04.01-2000, which is equivalent
to ISA-67.04-1994, Part I. The current version of this standard was issued as ANSI/ISA
67.04.01-2006.

The statement was intended to make note of the fact that since the issuance of ISA S67.04-
1994 Part I, which is endorsed by RG 1.105, Revision 3, updated versions of the applicable
standards have been issued. By incorporating the latest industry guidance contained in
ANSI/ISA 67.04.01-2000 and ANSI/ISA 67.04.01-2006, the B&W Instrument Setpoint
methodology also ensures that RG 1.105, Revision 3, and the issues identified in RIS 2006-17
are also addressed.

The reference to ANSI/ISAS67.04.01-2006 will be deleted (Ref. 6.3.3), and Section 3.1,
paragraph 6 (page 3) will be revised as follows:

The calculation of safety-related instrument setpoints for the B&W mPower reactor is based on
RG 1.105, which describes a method acceptable to the NRC for complying with the applicable
regulations. RG 1.105 endorses the use of ISA-67.04-1994, Part I. Recognizing that RG 1.105,
Revision 3, was published in 1999, and to ensure the issues identified in RIS 2006-17 (Ref.
6.2.4) are addressed, the B&W mPower instrument setpoint methodology follows the guidance
provided by ANSI/ISA-S67.04.01-2000 (Ref. 6.3.1), which is equivalent to ISA 67.04-1994, Part
I and ANSI/ISA-RP67.04.02-2000.
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-2
Section 3.3.2 - Regarding the last sentence of 3.3.2, the staff requests the applicant to clarify
whether after the uncertainties are algebraically summed, the SRSS would then be applied as
discussed in the second paragraph of 4.1.4.

B&W NE Response

Section 3.3.2 contains information for the treatment of random uncertainties that are not
independent (i.e., dependent uncertainties). In treating dependent uncertainties, the
methodology conservatively combines these random, dependent uncertainties algebraically
into a larger, more conservative independent uncertainty term which can then be combined
using the SRSS method. This is consistent with the guidance presented in ISA-RP67.04.02-
2000.Section 3.3.2 and 4.1.4 will be revised to clarify the treatment of dependent uncertainties.

A sentence will be added to the end of section 3.3.2 (pages 4-5) as shown with changes as

highlighted in shaded text:

3.3.2 Dependent Uncertainties

Complicated relationships may exist between instrument channels and various instrument
uncertainties. As such, a dependency might exist between some random uncertainty terms and
parameters of an overall uncertainty analysis. A common root cause may exist which influences
other uncertainty terms in the analysis with a known relationship. When these uncertainties are
included, they are added algebraically, which results in a statistically larger value for that
parameter when evaluated in the overall channel uncertainty The796ib6fflj de ent

~~~~iriti~~~~~s areTha df~~ as, an a~dt~l~eerstaintyhi

A sentence will be added to section 4.1.4, paragraph 2 (page14) as shown below in shaded
text:

4.1.4 Channel Uncertainty

Individual module uncertainties and other uncertainty terms are combined to determine the
overall channel uncertainty (CU) using the equations shown in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2
.respectively.

As described earlier, the methodology used in this report to combine instrument loop
uncertainties is an appropriate combination of those groups that are statistically and functionally
independent rihn-rai ne rth' met 'ne t n t m -

~l ~ ra e ll re a in n w ar trin e de nt t' p a r& e i b e f er dm t
~votherimdepenenttrsuiqt RSmto ~~bd in this o 1,i~e
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-3
Section 3.5 - The first bullet in this section appears to conflict with Section 3.4. 1 (both stated
below). The staff requests the applicant explain this inconsistency.

3.4. 1 Any bias effects that cannot be calibrated out are directly accounted for in the
uncertainty calculation.

3.5 Where bias terms have opposite effects on instrument accuracy (positive versus
negative), and are both of known magnitude, the two uncertainties may be used to
offset each other

BM NE Response

B&W agrees with NRC's comment above.

For cases where the bias terms are known with respect to sign and magnitude, the bias effect
can be accounted for directly in the instrument calibration procedure. The intent of the
methodology was that in these cases, the bias term does not need to be included in the
uncertainty calculation.

Therefore, the topical report will be revised to delete the first sentence of the first bullet of
section 3.5 (page 5) and reads as follows:

If both magnitude and direction of a bias are known (e.g., transmitter static pressure span
effects), this effect can be accounted for in the instrument channel calibration procedure and
calibrated out of an instrument and thus eliminated from the uncertainty calculation.
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-4
Section 3.5 - In the paragraph titled, Assumptions, clarify the assumption for instrument
calibration (last bullet) is valid for sensor locations that may be exposed to the environment
during calibration.

B&W NE Response

To clarify how the temperatures of the instrumentation equipment are accounted for during
calibration, the last bullet of section 3.5 (page 6) will be revised as shown below in shaded text:

. ortheurpswe"s Mf thle set. oitaale,te nsrue tato s awssuFmMed to e c-0alibrate.
bae nteabe tico-ndtios i-ntlwhi--cýh t~h"eli~nst.rumfe-ntation ~omrn onenft-s ar~e fex . -eeted to

iprt adseified"Ilin 5the plant calibr~atiogn i~ro-~e~dur~es. Tih'e t~ern. meratfure fectEý tui frth e
i nstru RMenainait ccut fo Ir [a M UOR p•osb differnce betweenthe temperres asesociated wlh he

instrument 111 cairtinad theamientt c:on.diýtions of the in1sta-liled emen ndi b~a sed Mt n h
5eiprtr deit io b3M""e 1tween this assume M Oal .ibr a tio ter MW9 RRFE ,aeratur and ith e mxmma

M.inimumambnt T!ettO.I eMperat.uretheslpte ofi et tiir the seii lci 70; p!. a (7strUmentation The normal
temperature effects are accounted for as shown in the equations in Section 4.2.1. By using the
actual vendor data (typically stated in terms of ± X % span per Y *F), actual calibration
temperatures and plant operating temperatures, the overall temperature effect is determined
and accounted for in the TE term for the specific instrument channel of interest, consistent with
the guidance contained in ANSI/ISA-RP67.04.02-2000 (Ref. 6.3.2).
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-5
Figure 4.1 - The setpoint steps at the bottom of the figure (below the step "Determine the
Setpoint and Allowable Value"), deviate from ANSI/ISA 67.04.02 Figure 2. Explain how this
meets the guidance in RG 1.105 Rev 3.

B&W NE Response

Figure 4.1 of the B&W Instrument Setpoint Methodology is similar to Figure 2 in ANSI/ISA
67.04.02-2000, slightly amplified to provide more prescriptive guidance for obtaining the trip
setpoint (NTSP) from the analytical limit (AL) based upon either an increasing or decreasing
direction of the process variable. The amplified portion of Figure 4.1 refers to section 4.2.3 for
the mathematical equation to use for calculating of the trip setpoint and provides guidance on
the use of the equations based upon the direction of the process variable.

The equation in section 4.2.3 for calculating the trip setpoint (NTSP) and limiting trip setpoint
(LTSP) is shown below in its current form:

LTSP = AL ± CU

NTSP = AL ± (CU + Margin)

Therefore, when following the guidance illustrated in Figure 4.1, and applying the mathematical
expressions from equation 4.2.3, for cases where the process signal increases towards the
analytical limit, NTSP.and LTSP calculated as follows:

LTSP = AL - CU (increasing process)
NTSP = AL - (CU + Margin) (increasing process)

For cases where the process signal increases towards the analytical limit, NTSP and LTSP
calculated as follows:

LTSP = AL + CU (decreasing process)
NTSP = AL + (CU + Margin) (decreasing process)

To summarize these steps, for an increasinq process the channel uncertainty (CU) is
subtracted from the AL to obtain the LTSP, and the CU plus margin (if any) is subtracted from
the AL to obtain the NTSP. For a decreasinq process, the CU is added to the AL to obtain the
LTSP, and the CU plus margin (if any) is added to the AL to obtain the NTSP. This is
consistent with and identical to the methods described in section 7.2 of ISA/ANSI-67.04.02-
2000.

These methods are consistent with the guidance in RG 1.105 for establishment of the LTSP as
the LSSS. The LTSP is determined by subtracting the CU from the AL for an increasing
process, and adding the CU to the AL for a decreasing process. To determine the NTSP, a
value for safety margin may be added to the CU to add conservatism when establishing the
trip setpoint. The CU is determined using accepted statistical methods. The AV is determined
as the limiting value that the NTSP may have when tested periodically and ensure that both
the AL and the SL are protected.
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No changes to Figure 4.1 will be made; however, equation 4.2.3 (page 18) of the topical report
will be slightly modified to more clearly show this mathematical relationship with changes as
highlighted in shaded text:

4.2.3 Trip Setpoint
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-6
Section 4.1.3.1 - The last paragraph in this section lists the "elements of uncertainty for any
module" and further specifies the definitions are provided in Appendix B. Two of the elements
the "as-left tolerance specification" and "as-found specification" are not defined in Appendix B.
The staff requests the applicant clarify the definitions of these elements.

B&W NE Response

The list in section 4.1.3.1 lists the various elements of uncertainty for a module. The terms
"as-left tolerance specification" and "as-found specification" should have matched the terms
defined in Appendix B. B&W recognizes that the identified names for the terms in our report
did not exactly match information included in Appendix B. Therefore, the list in paragraph 5 of
section 4.1.3.1 (pages 13-14) will be revised to exactly match the defined terms provided in
Appendix B as shown with changes highlighted in shaded text below.

Elements of uncertainty for any module that are considered are listed below (not all of the
uncertainties listed apply to every measurement channel). Definitions, as appropriate, are provided
in Appendix B.

* process measurements effect
* primary element accuracy
* drift
* temperature effects
* radiation effects
* static and ambient pressure effects
* overpressure effect
* measuring and test equipment uncertainty
* power supply effects
* indicator reading uncertainty
* conversion accuracy
* seismic effects
* environmental effects - accident

es-fe -Olerance
, as-found~teerance,
• propagation of uncertainty through modules
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-7
Section 4.1.5 - The staff requests the applicant specify which equation applies to "Trip
SetPoint."

B&W NE Response

B&W will revise the Instrument Setpoint Methodology topical reportto explicitly identify the
equations for the terms described in section 4.1.5. The following sentence will be added to the
beginning of section 4.1.5 (page 14) as listed below:

4.1.5 Trip Setpoint

The nominal trip setpoint (NTSP) and limiting trip setpoint (LTSP) are calculated using equation
4.2.3.
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-8
Section 4.1.6 - The last half of the second paragraph states "A setpoint found within the
allowable value region, but outside the as-found tolerance, is considered operable, but
degraded. It is acceptable with respect to the analytical limit; however, the instrument must be
reset to return it within the allowed as-left tolerance region (see definitions)..."

This appears to conflict with Section 4.2.5 which states "The AFT is included to determine if
the instrument needs to be reset after calibration or, if outside of the tolerance, requires further
investigation as to its operability. The as-found readings also provide data for establishing
actual instrument drift." The staff requests that the- applicant explain this apparent contradiction
and/or to revise Section 4.1.6 or Section 4.2.5 to eliminate the conflict.

In addition, providing an explanation for the following four scenarios listed in the mPower
Setpoint Methodology Topical Report in terms of calibration requirements, instrument
operability, and channel operability is optional but would aid in additional clarification for the
section.

" As-found is within as-left tolerance
* As-found is outside as-left tolerance but within as-found tolerance
• As-found is outside as-found tolerance but within A V
" As-found is above/below A V

B&W NE Response

To more clearly demonstrate the conditions during periodic surveillance testing that could
occur, and the status of channel operability during periodic surveillance testing, the following
revisions to the topical report will be made.

* Section 4.1.6 and 4.2.5 will be revised to clearly delineate the disposition of the as-
found conditions during periodic surveillance testing.

* Revisions to Figure 5.1 (see response to Question 07.01-C Appendix-9) will be made to
more clearly demonstrate the process of verifying channel function and operability
during testing.

The following text will be revised in paragraph 2 in section 4.1.6 (pages 15-16) with changes
highlighted in shaded text below:

The AV is a value that the trip setpoint might have when tested periodically and accounts for
instrument drift and other uncertainties applicable to normal plant operation associated with the
test during normal plant operation including: instrument drift, reference accuracy, as-left
tolerance from the previous calibration and measurement and test equipment uncertainty. A
setpoint found within the allowable value region, but outside the as-found tolerance, is
considered operable, but degraded. It is acceptable with respect to the analytical limit; however,
the instrument must be reset to return it within the allowed as-left tolerance region (seedefinitions) FArIla" ",. I 11

ndn a aGcepable s e 'The 'c.n..el. is req
6e cafibr~ate'd to* re&tirn~the, setpeint, within thýý cc I l'rancerange. Plat.~speciidf

id 'a n` d'tai'e iuein'g surveill'tce g Tese~datilhe hst~riýýIas-ffbý6 and as-left datalab testin a, 4 \A
rvalua'ted to confi'r~m the' 'ýs'surnpt- io-n' fýori instr~ument ~chan'ne-' drift and Lincartaint ydtat1'_1r~main S_
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The changes to section 4.2.5 include revisions to the first paragraph and additional information
provided are shown below (pages 19-21) with changes highlighted in shaded text below:

Therefore:

AFTn = T (RAn2 + DRn2 + ALTn2 + MTEn2 )112

Where:

AFT = As-found tolerance (any typical module).

n = Module "n".
RA = Device reference accuracy.

DR
ALT
MTE

= Device allowance for drift.
As-left tolerance.

= Measurement and test equipment effect.

The AFT is evaluated to determine if the instrument needs to be reset after calibration or, if
outside of the tolerance, requires further investigation as to its operability. The as-found
readings also provide data for establishing actual instrument drift. In accordance with RG 1.105
(Ref. 6.2.1) and BTP 7-12, plant specific procedures are required to track, trend and maintain
the results of periodic surveillance testing (i.e., the as-found and as-left values for sensors (as
applicable) and modules associated with the instrument loop) for proper management of
instrument uncertainties including drift.

Table 4.2 below, that will be added to the report, shows the various conditions to consider
during surveillance testing of the instrumentation channel and are consistent with RIS 2006-17
(Ref. 6.2.4).
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Table 4.2: Instrument Operability During Periodic Surveillance Testing
As-found NTSP During Status of Channel Operability

Surveillance Testing and Required Actions

As-found NTSP within ALT (Region A of Channel is operable, no action required. The results are
Figure 5.1) tracked by plant procedures for historical trending.

As-found NTSP outside of ALT band, but Channel is operable, recalibration is necessary to restore
within AFT band (Region B of Figure 5.1) the NTSP within the ALT.

Increasing process:
As-found NTSP is conservative with
respect to the AV (NTSP < AV) but
outside AFT band (Region D of Figure
5.1); or Recalibration is necessary to restore the NTSP within the

ALT, and evaluation of channel functionality is required.Decreasingq process:

As-found NTSP is conservative with
respect to the AV (NTSP > AV) but
outside AFT band.

,As-found NTSP non-conservative to the Recalibration is necessary to restore NTSP within the ALT,
and evaluation of channel functionality is required to returnAV (Region C of Figure 5.1) channel to an operable status.
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-9
Figure 5.1 - This figure shows Margin (Note 2) added to the setpoint calculation.
The staff requests that the applicant clarify the use of margin in the figure and revise the figure
to reflect both the +/- of AFT, ALT, and the location of Margin (Note 2) in relationship to NTSP,
AFT and A V (see below).

Sections 4.2.4, 4.2.5 and Figure 5.1:

" Section 4.2.4 - How is AFTTMT calculated as a +/- value and shown on both
sides of NTSP on Figure 5. 1 ?

* Section 4.2.5 - How is AFTn calculated as a +/- value?
* Section 4.2.4 - Explain why the definition of Margin is different from Note 2

on Figure 5.1.
•Is Margin (Note 2) correctly shown on Figure 5.1 ? see bullet '1 above.
* What value of ALT would be used in Figure 5.1? (Refer to RG 1.105 Rev. 3

Figure 1, "E. Region of Calibration Tolerance")

B&W NE Response

To clarify the relationship between Margin and NTSP, AFT and AV a number of changes will
be made to Figure 5.1 and the text contained in Sections 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 of the topical report.

The as-found tolerance is used, when applied to the NTSP, to determine the allowable value
for the instrument channel. The AV is the limiting value of an instrument's as-found trip setting
during surveillance testing while still ensuring the AL and SL are protected. If the as-found
value for the NTSP is non-conservative with respect to the AV, actions are required to restore
the NTSP. Additionally, RIS 2006-17 raised concerns about conditions where the as-found
NTSP may be more conservative than the AV, indicating that abnormally large changes in the
trip setpoint have occurred which could be signs of the channel malfunctioning. Thus a concept
of a double-sided acceptance criteria band for the measured trip setpoint during surveillance
testing was introduced.

The determination of the AFTTOT in section 4.2.4 (page 19) has been revised by removing the
margin term in the determination of the AV, and includes the proper mathematical operator (±)
to ensure the double-sided band is correctly applied as shown below with changes highlighted
in shaded text:

4.2.4 Allowable Value

AV = NTSP ± AFTTOT

Where:

AV = Allowable value.

NTSP = Trip setpoint.
AFTTOT = Total as-found tolerance for, the entire instrument channel.
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AFTTOT determination includes consideration of all channel AFT uncertainties pertaining to the

calibration being performed. Therefore, when considering AV, AFTTOT is based on;

AFTTOT = R (AFT 2 + AFT 2 2+... .+... +. AFT 2) 2

Where:

AFTn = as-found tolerance for module "n" (see 4.2.5).

Figure 5.1 will be updated to properly illustrate the application of a double-sided band for the
AFTTOT as applied to the NTSP to ensure consistency with revisions to equation 4.2.4
described above. Additional revisions and enhancements to Figure 5.1 (page 24) include the
following and the revised figure is shown below:

* Addition of a double-sided band for the ALT to aid in determination of channel
operability and be consistent with Figure 1 in RG. 1.105.

" Illustration of regions of different conditions that may exist during periodic surveillance
testing to clarify status of channel operability and required actions (if any).

" Removal of the margin applied to the AFTTOT and its associated note (Note 2). (To
protect against the potential for masking of equipment degradation during periodic
surveillance testing.)
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Plant Safety Analysis and Design Basis

SAFETY LIMIT (SL)

ANALYTIC LIMIT
(AL)

SAFETY LIMIT (SL)

ANALYSIS MARGIN, TRANSIENT RESPO NSE,
MODELING ERROR, RESPONSE TIME. ETC.

Periodic Surveillance Testina

CHANNEL
UNCERTAINTY (CU)

[Equation 4.2.2]

LIMITING TRIP
SETPOINT (LTSP)

[Equation 4.2.3]

K

TRIP SETPOI NT (NTSP)
[Equation 4.2.3]

B

AS-LEFT
TOLERANCE

_ (ALT)

ALLOWABLE VALUE (AV)
[Equation 4.2.4]

TOTAL AS-FOUND

TOLERANCE BAND ±(AFTToT)
[Equation 4.2.5]

BNORMAL
OPERATING MARGIN (OM)

[Equation 4.2.6]

NORMAL OPERATING
UPPER LIMIT (NUL)

OPERATING RANGE

REGION A: Channel is operable, no
calibration is required.

REGION B: Channel is operable, but
degraded. Recalibration is required and must
be evaluated for proper functionality.

REGION C: Channel is inoperable.
* Recalibration is required and must be evaluated

for proper functionality.

REGION D: Channel is inoperable.
M Recalibration is required and must be evaluated

for proper functionality.

SYSTEM SHUTDOWN

ILLUSTRATION SHOWN FOR
PROCESS PARAMETER

INCREASING TOWARD SETPO INT
AND IS NOT DRAWN TO SCALE

NOTES:
1. There is no set value for margin that is applied to the
CU to determine the NTSP. This margin of safety is a
discretionary value based on engineering judgment to
add conservatism when determining the NTSP. to ensure
protection of the analytical limit.

Figure 5.1: Setpoint Relationships - For Increasing Setpoint (Similar for decreasing setpoint, but
process is decreasing towards the setpoint).
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-10
Section 4.2.5 - The staff requests the applicant to explain how the mPower Setpoint
Methodology conforms to BTP 7-12 or the corresponding regulations with regards to:

" Use of as found and as left data (sensors, SPs)
" How are A V, as-found and as-left values verified for a SP that is within a digital

platform?

B&W NE Response

The review guidelines contained in BTP 7-12 contain numerous acceptance criteria and review
procedures. Specifically, the review procedures contain guidance that the instrument setpoint
methodology should include the basis for determination of the as-found and acceptable as-left
bands and evaluation of the instrument operability based on acceptable as-found and
acceptable as-left bands. Additionally, the methodology should contain measures for tracking
and trending of historical as-found and as-left data to ensure each instrument channel exhibits
random drift characteristics, and confirmation that the uncertainty data remains valid.

The basis for the acceptable as-found and as-left bands and operability determination method
is presented in the B&W Instrument Setpoint Methodology. Please see the response to
Questions 07.01-C Appendix-8 and 07.01-C Appendix-9 that addresses this question.

Plant-specific procedures will track the results of the periodic surveillance test procedures to
trend and evaluate the as-found and as-left data to evaluate the instrument channel drift and
uncertainty data. Section 4.2.5, paragraph 3 (page 20) and paragraph 5 (page 20) of the
topical report will be revised to include requirements for these steps as shown below.

The following sentences will be added to section 4.2.5, paragraph 3 (page 20) with changes
highlighted in shaded text below:

The following sentences will be added to section 4.2.5, paragraph 5 (page 20) as shown in
shaded text below:

cdti rqw ired, m-ethbd'ý to. ev 't~hfhif

~~exceed~~ I'das le 1C.ptb~'Liv
L ea e sdt ianand. cairatio

In channels using digital processing equipment, uncertainties are introduced by analog-to-
digital (A/D) and digital-to-analog (D/A) conversions within the specific platform hardware.
These uncertainties are typically provided by the platform manufacturer or determined through
testing. Uncertainty data sources within the software are typically determined by the software
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designer and quantified. They can then be combined using the methods described in the
topical report.

With most digital platforms, they are self-calibrating and errors due to drift or temperature are
accounted in the reference accuracy determined by the platform manufacturer. Thus, the only
applicable uncertainty is associated with the A/D conversion input into the microprocessor
which also is typically combined into the reference accuracy. Generally, there is only one
module associated with this conversion, thus combining uncertainties from multiple modules is
not applicable. The NTSP is determined from the AL as described in section 4.2.3 of the
topical report. Once the appropriate channel uncertainty has been determined based on the
reference accuracy for the digital instrument channel, the AV, ALT, and AFT can be
determined for use during surveillance testing following the methods described in the topical
report.

Configuration control measures will be applied as part of the setpoint control program to
maintain instrument setpoint databases for digital systems ensuring installed trip setpoints are
installed and programmed as required. The online diagnostics of most digital platforms
continually .perform system checks and self-report errors or faults associated with digital
channels.

During periodic surveillance testing, the test is a simple verification that the digital channel
processes channel trips as determined by the digital signal processing within the AFT band.
The results are evaluated and the operability determination steps are identical. However,
typically, if the channel trip setpoint is found to be outside of the AFT band, this would indicate
a failure with the digital channel and the faulty components will require replacement. There is
typically no ability to re-calibrate the setpoint.
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Question 07.01 -C Appendix-11
Appendix A Figure A.2 - The staff requests the applicant to respond to the following:

" Is margin correctly shown as 5.5 psig?
• Using example problem and Notes I & 2 from Figure 5.1, what would A V, Margin 2

and AFTMTm be if Margin 1 is 5.5 psig (allowed by note 1) versus 55 psig?

B&W NE Response

Appendix A Figure A.2 contains a typographical error where the margin was incorrectly shown
as 5.5 psig. The proper value for the margin as determined in this example is 5.0% of the span
which is 55.0 psig.

Based on the revision to Figure 5.1 and section 4.2.4 discussed in response to Question
07.01-C Appendix-9, the relationship between the allowable value, as-found and as-left
tolerances is more clearly understood. Figure A.2 has been revised to more clearly illustrate
the relationships in the example between the AFT and ALT as shown below:

CU = 31.4 psig

LSSS - "

gin = 55.0 psig

AL = 1047.0 psig

LTSP = 1015.6 psig

Mar AV=975.7 psig

ALT(+) = 966.1 psig
NTSP = 960.6 psig • ALT

55 psig } AFToT=+ 15.1 psig

-JLALT(-) = 955.1 psig

AV=945.5 psig

Operating Margin = 68.6

Normal Operating Range

psig

NUL = 892.0 psig

Figure A.2: Relationships between analytical limit and calculated setpoints
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Question 07.01 -C Appendix-12
Appendix A Figure A.2 - The staff requests the applicant to respond to the following:

- Using AFTmTT +/- 15.1 psig (-15.1 psig), what would be the operating margin (OM) as
described in Section 4.2.6 in order to avoid potential spurious channel trips?
• Is the methodology described in 4.2.6 sufficient for all cases?

B&W NE Response

Additional information was included in the example presented in Appendix A to specify the
normal upper limit (NUL) is 892 psig. Therefore, when applying equation 4.2.6 for an
increasing process the operating margin (OM) is calculated as follows:

OM = NTSP - NUL (increasing setpoint).

While this particular case is a simple example to demonstrate the application of the setpoint
methodology, the methodology to determine the operating margin described in section 4.2.6 is
sufficient and conforms with RG 1.105, revision 3 (Figure 1) that shows the operating margin is
simply the difference between the normal operating range of the process variable and the
NTSP. If, during worse cases the setpoint were to drift to the lower range of operability, the
operating margin would be sufficient to minimize spurious channel trips.

This additional calculation will be added to the example in Appendix A, page A-4, with changes
highlighted in shaded text below:

heeM &TatinWL i car ated sing eq aio9 26pad dens s~tat s9ieigt~=op686
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Question 07.01-C Appendix-13
Figure 4.1 - The portion of the figure that shows the setpoint calculation for a harsh
environment does not specify seismic effects as described in section 4.3. 1. 1 paragraph 2 and
equation 4.2. 1. Is seismic considered in figure 4.1 and if so how would this be applied to the
setpoint calculation for normal, seismic, and other postulated accident conditions, as
applicable9

B&W NE Response

The flow path presented in Figure 4.1 (page 9) was provided for illustrative purposes to
demonstrate how, for instrument channels in harsh environments, the additional evaluation of
uncertainties is required. It was not intended to list all uncertainty contributions for instrument
channels subject to harsh conditions during normal or postulated design basis accident
conditions in this figure.

The method for treating channel uncertainties for portions of the instrument channel that are
subject to harsh environments during normal, seismic and other postulated design basis
accidents is included in the current text in section 4.1.3.1 (pages 13-14) in the topical report.
The existing applicable portions of this section that explicitly include the uncertainties due to
seismic effects are shown in the boxed sections below.

There are no changes to the topical report in response to this question.

4.1.3.1 Contributing Uncertainties

The environment is analyzed and classified as mild or harsh. The environment in any plant area
is considered harsh if, because of postulated accidents, the temperature, pressure, relativity
humidity, vibration (seismic displacement), or radiation significantly increases above the normal
conditions. A mild environment is an environment that at no time is more severe than the
expected environment during normal plant operation, including anticipated operational
occurrences.

For portions of the instrument channel that are located in a harsh environment, the accident
process measurement effects are determined (e.g., reference leg heat-up, density changes,
radiation exposure, seismic experience, etc.) and the uncertainties are determined. For portions
of the instrument channel that are located in a mild environment, the normal process
measurement effects are identified and uncertainties are determined. All uncertainties are
included as applicable.

After the environmental conditions are determined, the potential uncertainties affecting each
portion of the channel are identified.

Uncertainties are classified as random or non-random (Section 3.2). This determination is an
interactive process requiring the development of assumptions and, where possible, verification
of assumptions based on actual data. The determination of type of uncertainty establishes
whether the SRSS method can be used or if the uncertainty is to be added algebraically, or a
combination of both.

Elements of uncertainty for any module that are considered are listed below (not all of the
uncertainties listed apply to every measurement channel). Definitions, as appropriate, are
provided in Appendix B.
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process measurements effect
primary element accuracy
drift

temperature effects
radiation effects
static and ambient pressure effects
overpressure effect
measuring and test equipment uncertainty
power supply effects
indicator reading uncertainty

conversion accuracy

seismic effects

environmental effects - accident
as-left tolerance
as-found tolerance
propagation of uncertainty through modules
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